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download I know my way

around the program pretty well
and a friend showed me some
of the tools, but I'm having a
hard time understanding the

modeling hierarchy. Is it better
to start with objects and work
my way to surfaces and solids?
Or use the other way around?

Or does it really make a
difference? And where would i
be able to learn how to build a

set of buildings and how to
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attach them to a terrain? A: In
my opinion, the "hierarchy" is
not what you need to focus on.
What you really need to focus
on is how and where you want
to use your modeling tools to
get the most out of them. I
think a good approach is to

start modeling the body of the
building first. Then work your

way back up, modeling the
interior elements first and then
the exterior. As for where you
would learn how to build sets,
this is typically introduced in
the class that is being taught.

Check out the manual for what
is covered in the class. Q: Batch

replace text with delimiter,
varying delimiter length I need

to replace some text using
Batch. Unfortunately I don't
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know the length of the
delimiter (like'or : or ).

Example: blabla : blabla and
text, : text and text with me as a
replacement I want to replace
the first and second'and'with :

without knowing their length. Is
this possible in a batch file? A:
An easier solution would be not
to replace the text, but to define

it as different text. :foo echo
%~1-%~2 :bar echo %~1%~2
:echo_the_vars echo %~1%~2

Will give you the following
output: :bar :foo :echo_the_vars
The problem with the solution
in the question is that it works
only if the input text matches
the delimiter exactly. Q: How
to track the ticks of the Slider
View in Swift 3? I am creating
a simple app in which I want to
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track the values of the slider
based
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